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Dinosaurs and this week! 
                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In English we have been using our            

imagination to describe objects and        

different materials to help us add exciting 

parts to the story—’Going on a Bear Hunt’. 

There have been some great ideas and  

super sentences. We then acted out our 

story! 

 

In Maths we have had lots of fun exploring 

time. We played games to help us decide 

which hand went where on a clock face. We 

then made our own clocks. 

 

In Topic we have explored where dinosaurs 

came from and examined the map of the 

What are we doing next week..? 
 
English 

In English we will be writing our own story using a 

story map. We will use a beginning , middle and 

end and add exciting characters and settings. 

Reception will start writing more labels and 

captions to match our class story. 

As it is Harvest Festival on Thursday we will also 

be completing some recount writing to explain 

what we did. Each child now has a writing target. 

Please ask your child if they can remember what 

it is.  

Maths 

In maths we will be thinking about taking away. 

We will use these to work out real life problems 

using our class snack and fruit to help us. We are 

continuing to practise out counting in ones from 

any given number, both forwards and backwards. 

The reception children will continue doing lots of 

practical counting using lots of different objects. 

They will also explore ordering items by length 

and size. 

Topic  

In Geography we will be researching facts about 

dinosaurs that have been found across the world. 

 

In Science we are going to be looking at how the 

days vary throughout the four seasons. 

 

In Art we will be continuing our Matisse inspired 

pictures. They are coming along nicely! 

 

In Music we are now focusing on learning songs 

for the Harvest Festival and can’t wait to        

perform them for you all. 

 

 

 

Week beginning 12th October 

 

Monday: Library books  

Tuesday: Forest schools 

Wednesday: PE kit, spelling and homework 

books 

Thursday: Flapjack day, bring 50p if you 

would like a drink or flapjack at playtime 

Friday: P.E kit 

Please remember to bring your book bag to 

school and hand in your reading record each 

day. 


